
Lesson Plan: “On Clarity”                © ecocinematic 2016 
 
Summary:  Read portion of Seneca’s “On Wind” to encourage students to  
   write with clarity, accuracy, precision, attention to detail.  
 
Understandings:  Clear writing is a goal of many writers … and readers 
   To achieve clarity one much first spill a lot of ink. 
   Rewriting can become clearer with input from other writers. 
   Descriptions blur the line between Science and Literature. 
 
Questions:  Why do writers write what they write?  
   How do writers write with clarity? 
   What’s the difference between explanation and expression? 
 
Standards:  Read a complex text. 
   Analyze why language is used the way it is written 
   Determine the central idea of an informational text 
   Write to convey information / ideas / expressions 
   Write to get better at writing: appetite / aptitude / skillset, etc. 
 
Tasks: 
 

1. WRITE ON BOARD: “How do I write [gap] ?” 
2. Handout opening (1.1) of Seneca’s “On Wind” 
3. Give time to read the section as they take their seats and enter the class 
4. [OPTIONAL] Read it aloud. 
5. [TEACHER RESPONSE]: When we typically think of an argument, we think of 

opposing view points trying to make their side appear the most persuasive or the 
most well reasoned. What does Seneca seem to be arguing about in this 
translation from 2,000 years ago? 

6. [STUDENTS ANSWER]: Accuracy / Clarity / Exactness (definitions/words) 
7. [TEACHER QUESTION]: What’s the point of arguing about accuracy? 
8. [STUDENTS ANSWER]: To Describe / Communicate / Help / Share (or other) 
9. WRITE ON BOARD: “clearly” in the [gap]. 
10. [TEACHER RESPONSE]: Clear writing – clarity - is a goal of many writers … and 

readers. This is true for technical writing – instruction manuals, how-to books, 
routine emails where the information itself seems more important than the 
medium of delivery – and creative writing – where authors attempt to paint 
specific scenes in the minds of readers and try to tap into human vulnerabilities 
and achieve emotional connection. 

11. [TEACHER ACTION]: Bring into class something – and object – that fulfills the 
following suggestions (really it can just be anything though): 

i. Looks odd as the center of attention 
ii. Visibly Moves, even if just a little bit 



iii. Elicits at least one student asking aloud, “What is that?” 
12. [TEACHER PROMPT]: Now, we are all going to attempt to write clearly and 

accurately and describe this [avoid saying “thing” or object or anything too 
concrete, simply refer to your object as “this/that”] in the most exacting way 
possible. We’re all going to take [4/5/6/?] minutes to draft a precise description of 
[Vana White-gesture] this. 

13. [STUDENTS DRAFT-WRITE] 
14. [TEACHER RESPONSE]: Okay, stop. 
15. SWAP-EDIT [4/5/6/? minutes] [This is where students exchange written work and 

very actively – very executively – peer-edit classmates’ work; (also called a 
“snap-tweak” or a “switch-morph”)]  

16. SWAP-BACK RESPONSE and REEDIT [4/5/6/? minutes] [This is where the 
swap edit is first digested in a written response; then a synthesis draft 
incorporating the first draft, the swap-edit of some else’s draft, and your analysis 
of someone else’s edit of you; (also called a “snap-peep-think-and-tweak” or a 
log-jot-jog-a-jam). 

17. [SHARE] 
18. [TEACHER QUESTION]: So: How do we write with clarity? 
19. [STUDENTS ANSWER]: Rewriting/Redrafting / Input from other writers / Reading 
20. [BRAIN-DISRUPTER]: What’s the difference between an explanation and an 

expression? 
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Book 5 [originally Book 4]

On Winds

(1.1) Wind is fl owing air. Some people have defi ned it as follows: wind 

is air fl owing in one direction. Th is defi nition looks more thorough, 

because air is never so motionless as to be free from all turbulence. 

Th us the sea is called calm not <when it is ruffl  ed by no turbulence 

at all, but> when it is moving only slightly, and is not tending in one 

direction. So if you read, “when the sea stood still and calm in the 

wind,” 1 be aware that it is not standing still but rippling gently, and 

it is called calm because it is not heading in this direction or that. 

(2) One must take the same view about air too, that it is never mo-

tionless even if it is still. You may infer this from the following ob-

servation: when sunlight pours into an enclosed space, we see tiny 

particles moving in diff erent directions, some up, some down, and 

colliding chaotically. (3) So anyone who says “A wave is a motion of 

the sea” will not be conveying his meaning carefully enough, because 

calm sea is also in motion; but he will have thoroughly covered him-

self if his defi nition is “A wave is a motion of the sea in one direction.” 

In just the same way, on the subject we are investigating at the mo-

ment, no one will be outwitted if he makes a point of saying, “Wind 

is air fl owing in one direction,” or “air fl owing with an impact,” or “a 

mass of air moving in one direction,” or “air rushing somewhere very 

swiftly.” (4) I know the response that could be made in favor of the 

original defi nition: “Why need you add air fl owing ‘in one direction’? 

For anything fl owing is automatically fl owing in one direction. No 

one says that water is fl owing if its movement is just internal, but if 

it is traveling somewhere. So something can move and not fl ow, and 

conversely it cannot fl ow except in one direction.” (5) Well, if this 

brief version is suffi  ciently protected against captious objections, let 

us use it, but if someone is more cautious, he should not hold back 

from adding a phrase that can prevent any quibbling. Now let us 

move on to the real business, since we have argued enough about 

the form of words.2

(2) Democritus says that when there are many particles, which 

he calls atoms, in a confi ned empty space, the result is a wind;3 on 
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